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Armed Forces History Museum
2050 34th Way North • Largo, Florida 33771
Phone: (727) 539-8371
From Interstate I-275 Southbound
Take exit #31 (SR 688/Ulmerton Road). Drive west on SR
688 for 6.6 miles, passing Belcher Road. Turn right on
34th Way North. Citgo gas station will be at the corner
of 34th Way North and Ulmerton Road (approximately
¼ mile west of Belcher Road intersection). Follow this
street to the cul de sac. The entrance to the museum
will be at the end of the street.
From Interstate I-275 Northbound
Travel north on I-275, merge onto FL-686W, exit #30
toward Largo/Clearwater. Follow 686 north to the

merge ramp to SR 688 West (Ulmerton Road). Travel
west for approximately 5 miles and turn right on 34th
Way North. Citgo gas station will be at the corner of
34th Way North and Ulmerton Road (approximately
¼ mile west of Belcher Road intersection). Follow this
street to the cul de sac. The entrance to the museum
will be at the end of the street.
From the Beaches
Take Ulmerton Road east past the Starkey Road intersection. Left hand turn lane at Citgo Gas Station has
been closed. Take next possible U-turn and back track
to Citgo Gas Station, turning right on 34th Way N. Follow this street to the cul de sac and the entrance to the
museum.
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The clubs finances are as secure as they have ever been. They are so
good in fact, that the money earned from the last Pelicon will be our
seed money for the next one in 2017.
Although it has already been said we all owe the committee responsible for the planning and execution of the show in May our thanks and
gratitude for their efforts. I particularly enjoyed the work involved in
the raffle. Thanks Tom !!!		
Finally, to George and Bart, Rob my thanks for your support in making
my work as President easier than it should have been. The officers of
your club always had yours and the clubs best interest at the forefront
of every decision we made. Thanks also go to Mike Hanson for the
incredible work on our award winning website. Nice work and
congratulations Mike.
And thanks to Rob Marquinez for his work on the Pelikan Droppings,
a first class newsletter. I’m sorry Robert that my Prez says were
always late.
And of course to the Pelikan Model club, thank you, and I look forward
to sitting down and heckling the new President.
Beware!
All the best for now and the future

Your President
David Fredrickson

All contents Copyright 2015
by the Pelikan Model Club.
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Revell Germany:

Hobby Boss:

Model Set BMW i8
Product number #67008
Scale1:24
Single components - 131
- Faithfully reproduced multi-part bodywork
- Multi-part 3 cylinder engine
- Highly detailed reproduction of the electric motor
- Doors can be built in either the open or closed position
- Detailed interior with authentic dashboard
- Structured front seats and authentic jump seats
- Separate movable tailgate
- Fully detailed suspension
- Rotating wheels
- Detailed chassis

Soviet T-38 Amphibious Light Tank
Model #83865
1/35th scale
Model Features
Dimensions - Length: 113mm - Width: 67.8
Total Plastic Parts - 340+15 sprues, lower hull and turret
Metal Parts - brass wire
Photo Etched Parts - 1 sheet
The kit consists of over 340 parts
- Multi-directional slide moulded turret & lower hull
- Photo-etched parts included
- Individual tracks links
A-6E TRAM Intruder
Model #81710
1:48th scale
Model Features
Dimensions - Length: 348mm - Wingspan: 336.5 mm   
Total Plastic Parts - 520+ - Total Sprues - 16 sprues
Metal Parts - undercarriage
Photo Etched Parts - 1 sheet
The kit consists of over 520 parts
-Detailed fuselage & wing w/accurate design
-Detailed cockpit
-metal undercarriage
-photo etched parts included

Revell Germany:
2014 Ford Mustang GT
Product number #07061
Scale 1:25
Single components - 47
- Multi-part fully detailed engine
- Two part chassis
- Detailed interior with authentic dashboard
- Metal axles and chromed wheel rims
- Opening pre-mounted bonnet
- Rotating wheels
- A precise and detailed yet easily built model kit
- Comprehensive decal set with international
registration plates (D, A, NL, F, B, GB, I, USA, RUS)

C-54D Skymaster
Product number #04877
Scale1:72
Single components - 352
- New Mould
- Finely structured surfaces,
recessed panel joints
- Detailed cockpit with
instrument panel
- Detailed seats
- Detailed radio room with
equipment
- Cargo hold door can be built in
the open or closed position
- Inner bulkheads
- Complete set of interior seating
- Rest cabin with bunks

-

Cargo hold floor with fine details
Separate landing flaps
Detailed interior fuselage walls
Detailed forward undercarriage
Separate ailerons
Detailed tail-unit
Detailed main under-carriage,
3 different wheel rims
- Rotating propellers
- Detailed twin radial engines
with exhaust manifolds
- Any antennae
- Detailed nose area, 2 nose variants

Authentic decal set for following versions:
- Douglas C-54 Skymaster, USAF, 1949
- Douglas C-54 Skymaster, USAF,
Airlift Berlin, Wiesbaden AB,
Winter 1948 - 1949

Takom:
Chieftain Mk 5
Product number: 2027
1:35th scale
Plastic kit with Photo Etched detail
& clear parts included
4 markings included
Movable gun & hatches
Individual track links included

Lockheed Martin F-16 Mlu TigerMeet
Product number #03971
Scale 1:144
Single components - 68
- Detailed surfaces, recessed panel joints
- AIM 120 guided missiles
- Detailed cockpit
- Detailed undercarriage
- Centre and wing fuel tanks
Authentic decal set for following version:
- F-16A MLU - 31 Tiger Sqn, Kleine Brogel, Belgium 2014
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Modern UK Infantrymen, Present Day
Kit No# 351830
1/35th scale
Set contains five figures
Available from: MasterBox Stockists
Worldwide
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AK Interactive:

Italeri:

This set of four acrylic paints is essential for painting the aircraft
used in the Southeast Asia theatre of operations in the 1960s-1970s,
by the units subordinated to the USAF Tactical Air Command. The
colours included in this set are also useful for painting models of
aircraft used by the American allies, such as the F-5E Tiger II.
This set contains:
-AK2101
-AK2102
-AK2103
-AK2104

This set includes four acrylic paints that allow the modeller
to paint models of aircraft camouflaged in the Day Fighter
Scheme, which was adopted by the RAF Fighter Command
in August 1941, and remained in use until the end of the
1940s.
This set contains:
-AK2011
-AK2013
-AK2014
-AK2015

LMV LINCE
Kit# 6504
1/35th scale
Skill: 4
Model Dim - 13,8 cm
Box Dim - 345 x 242 x 60 mm
100% new moulds
The box contains: more than 250
parts, photo-etched fret, soft rubber
tyres and coloured Instruction sheet

Matho Models:

German Crate Markings
(airbrush templates)
1/35th scale
€6.95 (€5.74 ex. VAT)

Water and Soda Drinks
Cardboard Boxes
1/35th scale
35013
€6.95 (€5.74 ex. VAT)

This set offers the modeller the three colours which were officially
specified as the basic camouflage colours for Luftwaffe day fighters
in 1941; namely RLM 74, 75 and 76. Although RLM 74 was officially
withdrawn in mid-1944, all these colours were in fact still in use until
the end of WW2. These colours were also extensively used for painting German night-fighter aircraft. The fourth colour included in this
set, RLM 04 Yellow, was commonly used for painting various quick
recognition markings that were applied throughout the entire war.
This set contains:
-AK2007
-AK2008
-AK2009
-AK2091

Normandy Road Signs WWII
1/35th scale
35001
€7.95 (€6.57 ex. VAT)

Avantguarde Models:

US Army Soldier Uniform Colors
A new addition to AK’s figure paint range! This set of acrylic
paints is designed for brush application, and allows you to
paint the most commonly seen uniforms worn by American
soldiers during WWII. This set contains six matte paints of
extremely high quality, whose coverage and drying abilities
will help you to maximise your potential. Colour formulation
is based on original photographs and surviving uniforms.
This set contains:
-AK3071
-AK3072
-AK3073
-AK3074
-AK3075
-AK3076
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Fouga CM.170 Magister
1/48th scale
Kit No: 88004
Kit type: injection moulded multimedia
Sprues: 6 styrene + 2 clear + 28 white metal parts
+ 46 Photo etch parts
Part Count: 285 plastic parts
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CLUB NEWS

My Journey Down the

Build a Model Camp
The focus of the Build a Model Camp will
be to learn basic terms, programming,
decorating and assembling a Level 1 “snap
together” model. Activities will build upon
the completion of a model and each camper
will receive a certificate of completion.
Parents are invited to attend and participate.
Pelikan Model Club talks about the history of
model building, different skill levels required
for different models, how to decorate your model and how to set
up and show dioramas with your model. Make your child’s next
birthday party a unique experience by having it during model camp!
The latest model camp hosted 22 kids! Thanks to to Pelikan members:

George Hecht
Libby Brut
Ed Brut

Charlie Hess
Dave Fredrickson
Jeff Price

Dennie Adams
Joe Bivona

for volunteering with the Model Camp!
Stay Tuned for 2015 Build-A-Model Camp dates.
Build-A-Model Camp admission is ONLY $18.
The camp package is valued at over $50 and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tour of the museum
Set of authentic military dog tags
Ride on the motion theater simulator
Scale model and supplies
Certificate
Parents are invited to sign up to join their child or they may tour
the museum at a discounted rate of $9.95.

Acrylic Highway
(or, How I Appeased My Wife’s Hyper-Sensitive Nose)

Who: Ages 8 – Adult
Location: Armed Forces History Museum
2050 34th Way N., Largo, FL 33772
Time: 12:30 – 2:00 pm

by Bart Cusumano

Please register and prepay for the Build-A-Model camp by
calling Kathy Weed at 727-539-8371 ext. 110 or via email:
kathy@armedforcesmuseum.com
If you have any questions, or if you need assistance on the
weekend, please call (727) 539-8371 and press 6 for the attendant
who is also be able to assist you. Those who preregister will be
given first preference for assistance. Volunteers are recruited to
assist at the camp based on the number of preregistered campers.

http://armedforcesmuseum.com/build-a-model-camp.html
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abate a bit. So the battles over the “chemical smells”
from my hobby room never seem to end and frankly,
put a bit of a drag on to my precious hobby time.
What’s a guy to do?

I’m sure that you’ve all been there: open up that pot
of paint or tube of glue in your hobby room, only to
be met with a shout of “WHAT ARE YOU USING IN
THERE!?!?!?” Honestly, some time ago I was painting
with oils, opened up my small bottle of Turpentine
to clean a brush, and within five seconds, heard the
aforementioned cry.

Making all of this worse is that, at heart, I am a bit
of a traditionalist, someone who clings to old habits
and practices with a death grip. Like many of us, I
grew up using enamels, lacquers and smelly glues in
the pursuit of modeling excellence. With those compounds comes the wonderful smells of the process smells that have proven to be offensive to my better

Living here in the hot, ultra-humid swamp called
Floriduh, I tend to do alot of my model work indoors
save for the few months that I’m able to airbrush
in my garage when the humidity and temperatures
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half. The advent of acrylics on to the hobby scene
seemed to me at first to be a salvation of sorts for
my ability to do more model work indoors. However,
upon trying them, acrylics were a huge bust for me:
impossible to airbrush, producing clumpy awful results and as for painting figures - a total runny disaster. Needless to say, after a short attempt process, I
was back to my old smelly habits, especially when it
came to figure painting in oils.
Luckily for me, I belong to an IPMS club, The Pelikan Model Club. Many of our members are into the
acrylic paint thing and have been after me to use
them. Of course, I would swiftly remind them of my
past disasters in my attempts to airbrush acrylic
paints. Besides, I’ve had great success with the
enamel stuff, so why change now? This all changed
one day when our Prez, Dave Fredrickson, stopped
by the house to share his latest in-progress work
with me. I marveled at his smooth and excellent
paint job on his latest 1:32 scale Tamiya winged
beast, and was blown away by the fact that he had
accomplished this feat with acrylic paint. Dave patiently explained the proper way to airbrush acrylics
- that they need special preparation: priming the
plastic surface first, then proper thinning. Since then
and after some practice, I have completed my first
truly successful all-acrylic paint job on a model - the
Mobius Pan Am Space Clipper from the movie 2001:
A Space Odyssey. I used Vallejo Model Air, right out
of the bottle with no issue at all for pre-shade, main
color and highlights. Sprayed at 18psi from my Iwata
HC, the paint flowed nicely onto the Tamiya fine
surface primered surface and dried all nice and level
and smooth. The only non-acrylic thing was the final
shot of Testors Dullcote lacquer, which I also hope to
replace with an acrylic some day. I am also looking
forward to trying Tamiya acrylics (Dave’s go-to)
which I’m told work best at a 50/50 paint to Tamiya
thinner ratio.

quinez, an accomplished acrylic figure painter in his
own right. A whole slew of YouTube how-to videos
helped me along the way. Once again, I learned the
value of applying basics and some practice to the
process.
At present, I am still in the practice phase of painting
figures with acrylics. I found a bunch of assembled
and primed and chipped old white-metal and resin
figures in my closet and went ahead and stripped
and re-primed some of them. I am now using them
as practice pieces or as I like to call them, paint pigs.
The hardest thing to master, for me at least, is the
blending or transition between base color, shadow
and highlight - easy as pie with oils, easier with
enamels, but a bit of a challenge and a whole different animal with acrylics. This has been the hardest
part for me. Not making it any easier are all the different ways to achieve a subtle and not-noticeable
transition. It can really make your head spin!
Here’s what I’ve learned so far:

That problem apparently solved, I now had to look
again at painting figures with acrylics. I got back
into the hobby back in 1977 as a result of an interest in figure painting and a class in painting figures
with oils. Since then, I have used oils and enamels to
paint my figures, to good result. Again, after continued disaster after disaster in using acrylics to paint
my figures, I gave up to the point of giving away all
my Vallejo paints. That was before my success in
airbrushing with acrylics - which led me to give the
process on figures another try. The motivation was
further fuel by the discovery of an old Andrea acrylic
paint set in my closet. I also had the sage advice
of our esteemed newsletter editor, Robert Mar-
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1. Be familiar with the medium, whether it’s oils,
enamels or acrylics. How do they work? How
do they mix? What colors work together to
form shadows and highlights? How do they get
thinned? With acrylics, I have learned that you
really need to achieve a nice smooth base coat
of color. This is done by simply thinning it 50/50
with distilled water. Then, rather than one heavy
brush-applied coat, you do two or three (depending on the color). The first coat looks awful,
but the subsequent ones will magically cover in
a nice, brush mark-free layer. I practiced applying base coats quite a bit and have now become
pretty good at it.
2. Use good brushes and only use those brushes
for your acrylic painting sessions. Additionally,
be sure to clean those brushes after each painting session. I use dishwashing liquid. Then once
cleaned and rinsed, gently put the points back
on the brush. I bought a relatively cheap set of
brushes at the hobby shop (Jackson Brothers
in Clearwater) as a learning tool and they have
served me quite well. There’s lots of information
on-line as to what kind of brushes work best.
3. Always thin your paint. Un-thinned acrylics can
leave a goopy mess. Of course, how much you thin
depends on what method you are using - a whole
other topic way beyond my current skill level!
Again, on-line YouTube videos will help here. Also,
I have better results using distilled water.

4. Use a good primer on your
figures like Tamiya’s Fine Surface Primer in the 180ml spray
can. Be sure to apply it in nice
smooth, even, thin coats and
be careful not to try and cover
in one pass.
5. When applying shades and
highlights, be sure to unload
your brush first! Dip your
brush in the thinned paint and
then before applying to the
figure, touch the brush to a
paper towel to unload it - or
else you’ll flood it on to the
figure creating a giant mess. I
also do this on my base coats.

cess along. I’m now working on a
larger 75mm figure with a challenging shade of blue. The jury is
still out on this one. It has managed to test me and almost get
me to give up, but the more I use
the paint, the more I understand
its properties and the better it’s
starting to look.
I’m not sure if I will ever master
acrylics as well as I have oils and
enamels on figures, but I intend
to keep at it. Until next time . . .

6. There is no magic here. Practice, practice, practice. I
practiced a ton when learning
with oils and enamels - and
still do. Unless you’re a gifted
artist, you’ll need to practice.
Keep watching those YouTube
videos as well - I watch them
constantly over and over again
and paint while doing so. You
will make alot of mistakes and
your first attempts may not
be the best - mine were not,
but are getting better. Keep
at it and don’t give up and
don’t be afraid to mess up and
make mistakes. By combining different techniques and
finding what works best for
me, I’m starting to develop my
own style and my work looks
a wee bit better every time.
There’s lots of other stuff that
goes with using acrylic paints
like retarders, mix enhancers,
wet-palettes and on and on, but
for now, I’m just trying to figure
out the basics. I just completed
my first figure, a 54mm Hobbit.
While not perfect (the face is not
that great), it looks OK and it is
a start. More important, I stuck
with it, mistake after mistake,
doing it over and over until I
got it done. Each mistake that I
made helped the learning pro-
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AIRCRAFT

TALES 2

Here are some more excerpts from either Naval Aviation News
or the Bureau of Aeronautics News Letters, both US Navy publications
first printed in 1943. They are public domain, so we’re sharing some of the
more interesting or funny incidents here.

by Mike Hanson

From a dive-bombing mission: “I first noticed that my
electrical system was out just before entering my dive
at ten thousand feet. I pulled out as sharply as I could,
hoping the bomb would come off, but it didn’t. On the
way back to the ship, I tried to shake it off by every
possible means, but couldn’t. My tail hook wouldn’t
drop with my electrical system out, and I couldn’t
work it manually either. So there I was— no hook, no
radio, and my bomb sticking to me like a leech. “After
circling the ship while the rest of the flight landed, I
finally I got a blinker signal to climb to five thousand
feet ahead of the formation and bail out. I sure sweated it out for the next few minutes, making sure my
chute and harness were in good order and trying to

dump my hood. Damn … even the hood wouldn’t release. Finally, I rolled the plane over at a hundred and
sixty knots, swallowed a half dozen times, and pulled
my safety belt release. “I was held up for a second
by my chute catching the edge of the greenhouse,
but I gave a hell of a kick and was in the clear. I don’t
remember counting (although I remembered that I
should) before I pulled the rip cord. I heard a snap and
looked up to see the chute and shrouds spiraling up
past me. I waited for the jerk. “It came all right, but it
wasn’t like the book said. I was jerked by my feet. First
thing I knew, I was looking up at the water and down
at the chute. My harness had somehow slipped off my
shoulders and miraculously managed to catch around
my ankles and feet. (Thank God they’re big!) It all
happened so fast that I can’t say for sure just what did
happen. “At any rate, I finally managed to pull myself
up and grab the harness. Then I hit the water stern
first. A destroyer picked me up ten minutes later with
nothing worse happening to me than a twisted left
knee and a few strap burns.
**********
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The story of a Catalina pilot and crew having trouble
staying in the air: The squadron was moving to a new
base, and the plane was heavily loaded, including the
entire personal belongings of everyone aboard. A little
beyond the half-way mark, one of the engines conked out. The pilot and flight engineer tried everything
twice, but nothing helped. The bomber began to lose
altitude— fast. Previous ditching indoctrination now
paid off: flak suits, guns, ammunition, and all loose
weights were quickly jettisoned. The plane was still
dropping, however, so the pilot told the men to heave
out all personal baggage. “What about your leather
bag?” the plane captain asked. With a start, the pilot
realized he had aboard his two prized cameras and
some other expensive equipment. That little bag represented close to nine hundred dollars of his hard-tosave earnings. A quick look at the altimeter, however,
convinced him of the fleeting worth of earthly goods.
“Dump it,” he yelled back. The flight went on, but
they still weren’t doing too well. The men unbolted
and unscrewed all the excess parts in the plane and
dropped them overboard. Then they took off their
shoes and tossed them out. When, at last, they came
in sight of their destination, the pilot ordered the life
raft equipment jettisoned. This did the trick. The plane
held its altitude and they staggered in for a landing.
The bomber was no more than an empty shell when
it stopped rolling, and the men had nothing to their
names but what they were wearing. They felt very
lucky to be there at all, however— until they hopped
out of the plane. When the pilot climbed out, he found
the crew standing around in their stocking feet and
treating him to a barrage of dirty looks. He couldn’t
figure it out. Theoretically, they should be think-

ing pretty well of him. Then he looked at the plane.
There, nestling under the wings, were a pair of thousand-pound bombs he had forgotten about.
**********
One of the most brilliant performances of VO-VCS
[Catapult Scout Crews, typically flying OS2U Kingfishers] occurred in the Sicilian campaign. Flying
down the beach near Scoglitti on a spotting mission,
a VO-VCS pilot saw men working on a gun position.
Recognizing them as enemy troops, he attacked with
two bombs and twin 30-caliber machine guns. His
first bomb did not explode, but it scattered the gun
crew. Then American troops appeared behind a cliff,
pointing upward. They were trapped by an enemy gun
position at the summit. The seaplane pilot flew higher,
and his rear-seat man began strafing the gun position. The enemy came out waving white flags. Flying
lower, the pilot waved them in the direction of American positions. They failed to get the idea but caught
on quickly when lead began spattering around them.
The seaplane circled, and its gunner began peppering
away at the heels of the prisoners, herding them on
down the hill. Four entrenchments were ahead, and
the pilot flew low, waving for the enemy to come out
and join the herd. Slow ones were stimulated with
the seaplane’s machine guns. By the time the strange
procession had reached an American patrol, there
were a hundred and twenty prisoners marching down
the road, three abreast, with a seaplane circling low
overhead. When the American patrol took over, the
seaplane pilot returned to the cliff, flushed out thirty
more of the enemy, and herded them in.
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THE ALFA ROMEO
large, heavy model almost 20” long, and at 1/8 scale,
literally absorbs detail. Absent nuts and bolts that
go unnoticed when building 1/43 or 1/24 automotive subjects are very obvious at this large scale if
they are missing. Because of this, the model has
many very small hardware fasteners both real and
fake that serve no purpose other than adding to the
visual effect.

most parts attached using 2 mm metric screws and
nuts. Pocher kits are extremely well organized and
packaged with numbers and material easily referenced with the instruction manual. My kit arrived
with most of the small parts dumped together in a
collection of plastic bags. As the saying goes, “welcome to eBay.” Although I didn’t count the screws
and nuts, after a random check I was somewhat
confident that the major parts were there.

MONZA
by Earl Petrikin

The Alfa Romeo Monza is the racing version of
the famous 8C 2300 recognized by enthusiasts as
one of the best sports cars ever built and certainly
among the most outstanding of the early 1930’s.
During the period of 1931 -1934, 275 examples of the
8C 2300 were produced in various body styles from
sports cars to stylish coupes. Unlike the majority of
the Alfa Romeos, the Monza 8C 2300 was designed
with features specifically for racing. Among these
features were a large center rear fuel tank with the
oil filler cap, and straight exhaust pipe located on
the LH side, and a shorter wheel base. Although
photographs from races often illustrate the Monza
without fenders or cycle wings as they were called,
it was quite common for Monzas to be equipped
with wings when competing in wet conditions.
Therefore, photos showing
wings or absence of wings do
not identify the 8C 2300 as a
Monza. As the records are not
entirely decisive, it’s estimated
that fewer than ten 8C 2300s
actually left the Alfa Romeo
factory in the Monza body configuration. Over a period of time
as the cars changed ownership
with new owners changing the
body style or damaged due to
accidents, many were rebuilt
and converted to Monzas.

Build photos by Earl Petrikin
Finished model photos by David Cox

Enzo Ferrari began his automotive career as a mechanic and driver for Alfa Romeo and later became
manager of the racing team. When Ferrari took over
the ownership of the Alfa Romeo team, he added his
famous Cavallino shield which is why it’s common to
see the Ferrari emblem on the Alfa Romeo Monza.
The Pocher Alfa Romeo 8C 2300 Monza
In early 2000, my first successful eBay bid was the
Pocher Alfa Romeo Monza. Pocher models have a
well deserved reputation for having many parts and
I would estimate the Monza to have close to 1400.
Many of these were turned or stamped metal as the
kit had been designed before the introduction of the
photo etched process in the modeling industry. The
method of assembly requires very little glue with
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Fixture and Frame
I felt it would be necessary to have a fixture to hold
the model so I could have both hands free during
construction. A piece of finished 3/4” x 9” x 21”
plywood with vertical supports at each end created
a fixture supporting the front and rear tie bars. This
arrangement also permitted the model to be positioned upside down.

Considering the age of the kit and the manufacturing process state of the art available at the time,
Pocher did an outstanding effort in representing
many of the features of the actual Monza. As in all
projects, accurate reference material is important,
and I was fortunate to have as reference many Monza photographs I had taken while attending a number of Cavallino Ferrari events. These photos were
extremely valuable during the construction process.
Soon after I received the Monza kit, I met David
Cox, a professional model builder who specializes in
converting standard Pocher kits into unique one of
a kind gems. This was my first Pocher project, and I
cannot thank David enough for his constant encouragement and support. Although I consider myself an
experienced modeler, Pocher kits present a number
of unique challenges, and it was always reassuring to
know that I could call on David for advice.
Pocher Kit Design and Construction
The primary design of all Pocher kits, including
the Monza, require very few glued joints, with the
majority of the construction designed to use various
metric self-tapping screws. I felt the method was
very creative; however, I was aware of two problems
with the kit design. Although 2 mm slotted screw
heads are relatively small, slotted screw heads would
look very much out of place on a scale model. The 2
mm screws were mostly self-tapping into blind holes
pre-molded in the plastic parts.
From the frequent internet Pocher build reviews, it
seemed mandatory that the writer explain how he
was able to correct the problems resulting from broken 2 mm screw heads. During construction, many
parts had to be assembled and reworked for proper
fit with the parts finally removed for painting. It was
also obvious that constant installing and removing
the screws would soon wear out the threads in the
plastic, and the screws would become useless. With
this in mind, I readily accepted David’s suggestion
that I find alternate ways to mount the parts to eliminate the blind screws. Although a good decision, it
was also one of the most time consuming. This is a

1 The plywood fixture was placed on an old plastic Lazy Susan that had been used for painting. This gave me the advantage of also being able to rotate the model. As in the full size
car, the basic frame consisted of two “C” channels with the
majority of the major body parts mounted to those channels.

2 Hard wood strips were added to the base creating dividers
for parts storage. At times the base would become quite
cluttered, but the pieces, especially the nuts and screws, were
easy to locate.
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The Engine
The Alfa Monza engine was a model in itself.

10 The spark plug wire guide was soldered 3/32 brass tubing
primed with Alclad black primer and painted with Alclad II
Aluminum.

9 The water cooling pipes were soldered 3/32 brass primed
with Alclad black primer and painted with Alclad II Aluminum.

Bodywork
The body work on my Alf was extensive, as all of the
width panels required added pieces of white styrene
to the width.
6 Unfortunately it’s all hidden under the crank case cover.
Normally I don’t add parts that can’t be seen on my models,
but being able to assemble a crank shaft and watch all those
pistons move up and down was just too good to pass up.

3 The engine and transmission is almost half the length of
the 20” model. At 1/8 scale, the Monza generator is larger
than the entire engine in a 1/43 scale car.
11 As I intended to add safety wire and studs to mount the
fuel tank support panel to the frame, it was necessary to add
strips to each side for added width.

12 Styrene strips were also added to each side of the main
body section.

7 The engine and accessories were primed with Alclad II gray
primer and sealed with DuPont Veriprime followed by gloss
black PPG acrylic lacquer. All black colors in the engine compartment were painted with Tamiya X-18 semi gloss black. All
the aluminum colors in the engine were painted with Alclad
II aluminum with various Alclad II tints added for contrasting
colors.
4 The best part and the most fun to build of the entire kit
was the engine.

8 The header and exhaust pipe were primed with a DuPont
131 S primer painted with a mix of Floquil Gray #11006 and
Graphite #110119. The exhaust shield was fabricated from carbon fiber cloth and epoxy formed over a balsa wood plug.
5 The pistons and connecting rods all move with the rotation
of the crankshaft.
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Interior
As a race car, the interior of the Monza was simple
and well organized.

14 Because I felt it would hold up better during the construction, the cockpit interior was air brushed Tamiya TS-17 Gloss
Aluminum and sealed with Tamiya TS-13 Clear Gloss.

13 The instrument panel is varnished walnut veneer laminated on a styrene base.

Radiator Shroud
I felt the appearance of the radiator shroud
could be improved with added detail.

19 I substituted a piece of wire screen and added the black
trim.
16 The molded Pocher seat was cut out and removed by
scribing
15 The stock Pocher Monza molded seat. I added strips of
styrene as I wasn’t satisfied the stock width would be wide
enough for the safety wire studs.

22 The bottom panels were mounted to the main frame and
the tail cone to the gas tank with .016 mm ID Albion tubing
with the safety wire studs inserted in the tubing.
20 Magic Sculp was shaped around a balsa wood form.
17 I carved the balsa wood seat base with a slight curve to
provide a more natural shape.
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18 The leather is glued on the balsa seat base, and as genuine leather was used, I applied several treatments of leather
conditioner.

21 The finished trim was sanded to the final shape and ready
for painting. Safety Wire As all the Alfas I had seen at various
car shows had safety wire, I felt the added detail should be
included.
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23 The five pin safety wire stud assembly was a challenge,
but I was very satisfied with the results. Actual safety wire
is more of a dark steel color and not silver. I used some .028
wire from my spares box that I believe came from a florist
shop. The safety wire pins are available from Model Motor
Cars Ltd.

26 This photo shows the interior of the wings, arms and
mounting pads. This is also a view of the bronze Model Motor
Cars front axle assembly. The Monza is a heavy model and the
stock styrene Pocher axle is the cause of many old Alfa models to sit with the front sagging with the wheels spread apart.

24 The four piece wing supporting arms were fabricated
from an assortment of brass tubing primed and sealed with
DuPont Veriprime. Two pair of four separate lengths were
required for the front and rear.

Painting
All styrene body parts were primed with DuPont 131
S gray sanding primer and then DuPont Veriprime,
a metal etching primer. As the quality of the Pocher
styrene was especially susceptible to lacquer solvent damage, both layers of primers served to protect the styrene parts. The Veriprime also acted as
a sealer to prevent the various colors of styrene and
fillers from bleeding through the surface paint. All
metal parts were primed only with Veriprime. All the
black trim including the wire wheels were painted
with Tamiya XF-18 semi gloss black. All the dark red
is PPG acrylic lacquer applied over the Veriprime.

28 After assembly, the wheels were primed with the DuPont
Veriprime.

Due to the modification of most of the body parts,
the build was a constant cycle of mounting and test
fitting. Parts were primed again where necessary,
and all parts painted individually and the model
was finally assembled. The dark red lacquer has not
been waxed and only polished in several small areas
with Novus #1 and #2 polish to remove scratches
and minor wear due to handling.

Wings and Wheels
I felt the cycle wings, or as some people refer to them as fenders, and wheels on the Alfa Monza are among
the most attractive parts of the car. The stock Pocher wing supporting arms were thin flimsy metal stampings which needed to be replaced.

29 The primed wheels were sprayed Tamiya XF-18 semigloss black. The front axle, shock absorbers, tires, and knock
off hubs were replaced by parts available from Model Motor
Cars Ltd. Although the tires look much the same, I was thankful and much relieved that replacements were available, as
the rubber tires in my kit had become rock hard and would
be extremely difficult to mount on the wheels.

25 A square of .028 brass sheet with a soldered 2mm threaded mounting stud was epoxied to the inside of each fender.

27 The many parts of the wire wheels. Fortunately for me,
the previous owner of my kit had given up the project before
he started the wheels as the spokes were still in separate
bags.
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Conclusion
This turned out to be a very satisfying project
that certainly gave me the opportunity to improve
my basic modeling techniques and develop new
building skills. As time passed, I had no hesitation
creating new parts, that earlier had seemed beyond
my capabilities. The Monza is now displayed on the
shelf above my monitor, and I don’t think I’ve ever
built a model that has provided this much satisfaction. My only regret is that I didn’t build a Pocher 20
years ago.

Group 44

by Mike Hanson

Racing Jaguar XJS
For many years Bob Tullius’ Group 44 racing team was a staple at IMSA and Trans-Am
events around the USA. Known primarily for
his relationship with Jaguar, where he raced
an XJS in Trans-Am and a number of different
chassis in IMSA competition.
Bob Tullius started his racing career with a
Triumph TR3, and over a 25-year career raced
a variety of English hardware from MG, Triumph, and Jaguar. He created the Group 44
team to support his passion for racing. This
team was a new concept in automobile racing
at the time, as it aggressively pursued advertising and sponsorship. They developed their
business on three fronts – building customer
cars, maintaining customer cars, and marketing their own team with sponsorships and
advertising. Group 44 spearheaded a model
which later became common amongst racing
teams.
The car featured here is a Group 44 Jaguar XJS,
shown racing at vintage events at Daytona

International
Speedway and
Sebring
International Raceway. The livery of the car is typical of Group 44 – pristine white with green stripes
and trim.
It’s a very eye-catching car, and the paint job
along with the rumbling V-12 engine make it a
fascinating subject for modelers.

Group 44 also has a nice Florida connection.
There’s a museum featuring a few of Tullius’ cars
and airplanes at the airport adjacent to the Sebring
race track. It’s worth a visit if you’re in the area.
Unfortunately, there’s not many kits of the Group
44 XJS available. There are a few from various
manufacturers in 1/43 (as usual), but in larger
1/24, 1/25, or bigger there’s nothing to be found.
However, there are kits of a Jaguar XJS that
could be converted. That’s one of my eventual
goals.
Photos by Mike Hanson
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Pelicon‘15

We actually started planning Pelicon 2015 in February
of 2013. There was alot to do and alot of new people
on the show committee who had to basically learn
what to do, despite having worked on the Nats. Sure,
Pelicon is not as big an endeavor as the Nats, but it
still takes a certain knowledge base and a wee bit of
savvy to do a local show. The first thing up was figuring a date. We originally wanted to do it in September,
like our old Pelicons. However, September has become
THE date and time for IPMS Orlando’s Modelpalooza
show here in IPMS Region 11. Eventually we decided on,
and put in our request for May of 2015, which was subsequently approved and granted to us by our Regional
Coordinator at the time. Pelicon 2015 would take place
on the weekend of May 16th.

Ed Brut surveying the lay of the land

After an exhaustive search in Pinellas and Hillsborough
counties, we ended up settling on the Hampton Inn
and Suites in Oldsmar. The hotel was practically brand
new (less than a year old at the time) and offered us
a real nice place to host Pelicon featuring clean fresh
rooms and even a free daily hot breakfast! The actual
space for the show was a bit tight (about 4000 square
feet), but we were not expecting a big turnout and
figured that it would do nicely. We were pretty happy
with our new venue and we all felt that it would serve
us well. That is until September of 2014.

by Bart Cusumano
anemic, practically non-existent treasury. Not only
would the Nats afford us the opportunity to generate
funds to help provide for the long-term viability of the
Pelikan Model Club, but we’d be able to do neat things
like host Pelicon again. Of course hosting a Nats is in
no way a guaranteed money maker. Despite constantly
fighting with the IPMS E-Board and an inflexible Nats
chairman, we made the 2012 Nats a rousing success
and filled our financial coffers to boot. You may be
wondering, “That was 2012, why did Pelicon not happen until 2015?”. Good question.

Pelikan Legend, Dick Read made an appearance and
picked up a Gold Trophy in the Aircraft Divison

Pelicon 2015 is now in the books. Our first since 2007
and hopefully not our last for some time to come. Actually we are already planning Pelicon 2017 with a hot
and heavy search for a new venue.
Pelicon 2015 was another in a long line of Pelicons dating back to who knows how far back. As I said, our last
one was in 2007. The long hiatus was due to one thing:
lack of seed funds for us to do another show. This is,
in part, what drove us to host the 2012 IPMS Nats up
at Disney: putting some much needed money into our
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Ozzie Leandri manning his post at the Raffle Table

The Hampton Inn and Suites in Oldsmar

Once the date was secured, we began a venue search.
Right up front. we knew that we’d be ditching the old
Dolphin Beach Resort on St. Pete Beach - site of previous Pelicons. Not only was the place old and beginning to look a bit threadbare (among many other
issues), but the new owners weren’t very
interested in having us back, as reflected in their absurd quote to us.
As a matter of fact, the whole
beach location was out due to
escalating and absurd costs
of the venues. To compound
the situation, we had not done
a Pelicon in six
years and we had
no idea what kind
of reception we’d
get from the region. This kind of
made committing
to room nights
and expenses
quite a dicey
proposition since
we’d be gambling
with some hard
fought-for club
funds.

On the last day of Modelpalooza in 2014, one of my
fellow Pelikan Club members handed me a flyer for the
IPMS Pensacola Model Show on, you guessed it, the
weekend of May 16th. After several folks recovered the
exploded parts of the top of my head, we circled the
wagons and decided on a course of action. How could

Randy Cooper with his “Judges Best of Show“ and
“People’s Choice” winning Millenium Falcon

that have happened? We had reserved and been
approved for our show date over a year previously.
Needless to say, this was most distressing to us not
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only because
we were not
sure about
potential attendance to our
show (by both
contestants
and vendors)
but because,
well, we now
had to compete
with another
R-11 club for a
Tread Heads, Nick, Larry, and Brad at
weekend show
their vending table
- which was not
supposed to
happen. Once
again we found
ourselves in a
bitter round
of BS with
the now ever
popular IPMS
E-Board. In the
end, after much
back and forth,
shouting, accusations and
general discord,
it was decided
Prelikan Prez Dave Fredrickson and
“man behind the scenes” Bart Cusuma- that we were
wronged and
no, discussing the game-plan before
the start of Pelicon 15
that we did in
fact have the date first. In order to help make things
right, we were offered the opportunity to make Pelicon
2015 the Regional for R-11, which we decided to take.
Of course this led to another dilemma.

now going to be the R-11 regional which more than
likely would mean (and was) a big turnout.
The venue we chose was, as I mentioned before,
probably just right for a small show. To be honest, in
hindsight, we really should not have taken on the ‘regional’ label. Sure, we kind of needed it to help negate
the ill-effect of the Pensacola show, but we really did
not have the square footage to properly manage and
provide it. Of course, it was too late to change venues
so we had to really dig deep and re-figure everything
from a display and vending perspective. We decided
to make use of the large lobby space right outside
the main ballroom area for vendor space. We also had
some seriously good imagineering of the available
floor space into an excellent floor plan for the tables.
Additionally, the hotel staff could not have been better
to work with and they more than happily assisted us
with even our most bizarre and outlandish requests.

The space issue was a big problem (let’s not even discuss the unscheduled resurfacing of the parking lots).
We could have had more vendors, but had to turn
them away because we just did not have the room.
So job one for Pelicon 2017 is finding a venue that
is not only big enough for now, but one that we can
grow into in the future. That search goes on as I write
this and we are starting to focus in on a few. The big
problem with venues is the cost. The beaches are even
more expensive now than they were back in 2013. The
big culprit seems to be the wedding industry, which
fetches the average beach venue a whopping fee - as
much as $11,00 a day (or more) for venue rental - way
too much for a little R-11 IPMS weekend show. Our
search has even taken us outside of Hillsborough and
Pinellas counties. Rest assured that our new venue will
not only be big enough, but ‘nice’ enough as well.

In the end, it all seemed to go OK. We got alot of positive feedback from vendors and attendees alike. We
ended up with 89 contestants who put out 460 amazing models on the contest tables. We had to add ten
more tables to the contest area to accommodate the
large model turnout - this into an already tight space!
But our guys with the help of hotel staff, made it happen. Vendors were a wee bit cramped, but for the most
part, they all did pretty well. Our final tally for vendor
tables sold was 62. We also ended up with 34 contest
tables - all filled to the max! The best part was that we
did not lose any money and even managed to make a
bit in the process.

I’m already looking forward to Pelicon 2017. We have
some new committee members and some of the old
ones back as well. There were alot of people who
made Pelicon 2015 happen - lots of volunteers who
helped out the days of the show: judges, security,
registration, vendor set-up and on and on. These folks
are extremely important because frankly, you just can’t
pull off a show of any kind, whether it’s the Nats or
an R-11 show, without the help of folks from the other
clubs. I’d like to say “Thank You” to all of the non-Pelikan folks who helped with our show. I’d also like to
thank the other R-11 clubs for supporting us and to all
the vendors who came and helped make our show a
success. Without you guys, it just can’t happen.

Ed Brut gets it all in focus at Pelicon 2015

Of course, we had the usual corps of Pelikan members
who pitched in to make it all happen: many of you
volunteered during the show, like Larry Williams, Brad
Johnson and Mike Garofolo who made registration
happen. Many of you contributed to our raffle and did
what they could for us. Our committee worked very
hard to bring the whole thing together. Mike Hanson
really busted it in getting the floor space to work for
us, both for vendors and the contest tables. Robert
Marquinez did ALL of the artwork for the show: flyers,
signs, placards, everything that had a logo or art on it.
Not only did he design it all, but helped provide much
of it as well, without once ever saying “no” or com-

So here we were, just five months away from our
show date for a Pelicon that was not supposed to be
a regional, but rather a small, quiet return to the R-11
show scene for our club. The only
problem was that this show was

plaining about it. Tom Knapp put together a raffle to
beat all raffles and Rob Nagin was a relentless watcher
of our funds and expenses. Karl Pople’s generosity
was legend and very much appreciated. Ozzie Leandri,
Daryl Stargel and Prez Dave were also cogs without
which the machine would not have run. And Bob Semler, I didn’t forget you Mr. Chairman. Last but not least,
Charlie Hess did his usual superb job as head judge.
Thanks to all of you - I hope I didn’t leave anyone out
and if I did, I’ll apologize in advance. I’ll just blame it on
all the years of drug and alcohol abuse.
See youse all next time.

Here are the big awards,
the best of show and special awards.
Judges Best of Show
Sponsored by the Pelikan Model Club
Randy Cooper – Millennium Falcon
People’s Choice
Sponsored by the Pelikan Model Club
Randy Cooper – Millennium Falcon
Best WWI
Sponsored by George Hecht
Bart Cusumano – Fort Model T Ambulance
Best WWII
Sponsored by George Hecht
Tom Knapp – Panther A
Best Korea & Vietnam
Robert Marquinez – Covering Fire
On the Fives (Automotive)
Sponsored by Mike Hanson
Vincent Padulla – Chrysler 300 ‘Diamond in the Rough’
Best Softskin Vehicle
Sponsored by the Military Vehicle Preservation Society
Allen Kamrad – Henschel 33 DI-KFZ Command Car
Best Artillery Piece, Tracked or Towed
Sponsored by the Armed Forces Military Museum
Allen Kamrad – SDKFZ 164 Nashorn

Pelicon 2015 Chairman, Bob Semler
Either Bob Semler is proposing to Alice,
or, he’s begging for more money, so he
can get back in the vendor room.
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Long line of Pelikan Modelers, taking home the hardware

North American

FJ-4
Fury
Walk around

by Mike Hanson

This is a fine example of the FJ-4 Fury, on display at the National Museum of Naval Aviation in Pensacola, Florida.
From the museum placard:
Whereas its predecessors had been modified variations of the Air Force F-86, the FJ-4 was a distinctly new
airplane with increased internal fuel capacity and modified control surfaces. The FJ-4 entered operational
service in 1956, and equipped primarily Marine Corps squadrons, though the introduction of the FJ-4B, an
attack version of the aircraft that was the first to deploy with the Bullpup air-to-ground missile introduced
Navy pilots to the aircraft as well. All told, North American produced 374 FJ-4/4B aircraft. The museums
FJ-4, one of only two to exist anywhere in the world, flew with marine fighter squadrons VMF 232 and 451
and served operationally between 1956 and 1964.
Manufacturer:
Type:
Crew:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Performance:

North American Aviation, Inc.
Carrier-based fighter
Pilot only
Wing Span: 39 ft. 1 in.; Length: 36 ft, 4 in.; Height: 13 ft. 11 in.
Empty: 13,210 Lb; Gross: 23,700 Lb.
Max speed: 680 MPH; Ceiling: 46,800 Ft.; Range: 2,020 miles

Hobbyboss makes a very nice
1/48 scale kit of the very aircraft
on display at the museum as well
as an Fj-4B Navy variant in the
same scale. There is also a 1/72
scale k–it of a Navy FJ-4B from
Emhar.

Photos by Mike Hanson
For more aircraft, armor, auto, and other walk-arounds,
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visit the Pelikan web site at www.pelikanclub.org.
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IPMS
Nationals
2015

by William Finley

Well another IPMS Nationals
has come and gone and it was
in a word AWESOME. I had the
pleasure of taking a road trip
with fellow Pelikan member Frank
Stansell to Columbus OH for the
National Convention sponsored by
the Eddie Rickenbacker chapter.
We arrived on Wednesday and
immediately headed to the
vendor rooms. As usual the
amount of items for sale was quite
overwhelming. Some vendors
were still trying to set up as there
had been a SNAFU earlier in the
day with the convention center
but everyone I came in contact
with seemed to be in an upbeat
mood and positive. The location
was very nice and there were
about seven different rooms for

the vendors. The main ballroom
was very nice where the displayed
models were located and the
only complaint was the lighting
was not as bright as it could have
been. The convention center was
located in downtown Columbus
and many excellent restaruants
and hotels were within walking
distance.
Frank and I spent a couple of
hours in the vendor room on
Thursday then headed out to
Dayton to see the National
Museum of the USAF. It was my
first visit there and the many
aircraft and artifacts on display
were superb. We could have
easily spent two days exploring
the museum and we had a great
time there.The B-29 display was
the highlight of the trip for me,
having seen the Enola Gay in
Washington, seeing BOCKSCAR
the “forgotten” bomber that
ended WWII once and for all was
a treat. The only display we did
not get to see was the Presidential
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aircraft and the Experimental
display because they were a bus
ride onto the base away and
we simply ran out of time. The
personnel there advised that the
new hanger will be completed
next year and connected to the
main museum. We closed the
museum down and headed back
to the convention center to spent
more time looking at the model
entries in the main room before
heading to dinner at the famous
Schmidt’s sausage restaruant,
listening to some German music
and having some great food.

Mura premiered a new tool 1/48
F-4J which is their first foray into
modern aircraft. If the past is any
indication it will be super detailed
and will give Academy a run for
it’s money! Other vendors at the
show included Squadron, Eduard,
Iwata, Rare Plane Detective,
Dean’s Hobby, Michigan Toy
Soldier, Vallejo and many others.
One of the newer tools on display
was called Gyro-Cut. It was very
popular and Frank and I both
bought one. It is a tool for cutting
masks, paper, decals and thin
styrene. It was a tool that will
prove to be very useful and if you
would like to check it out you can
see it at www.gyrocutusa.com .

awards in the car catagories.
As usual there was an amazing
amount of talent on display!
The main room was closed for
judging and we spent the evening
with Ozzie Leandri walking
through downtown and enjoying a
nice Italian dinner.
Saturday came and of course
the main attraction before the
banquet was the Raffle Table! The
host club had a great selection
of raffle items and Frank and
I were lucky enough to win a
couple of things. We spent a bit of
time visiting with friends, taking

Some of the highlights from the
models on display was a group
of shadow boxes that were very
well done, showing U-boats that
were being resupplied in different
ways or attacking merchant ships.
The best of show award went to a
Tamiya P-47 Bubbletop that was
super detailed and very well done.
Many Florida modelers were
on hand and several took home

Friday found us back in the
vendor rooms looking at some
of the new releases from Tamiya,
Academy, Zoukei-Mura, and
Revell. Of course the new 1/32
Tamiya Mosquito was on display
as well as sprue shots from Revell
of the new 1/72 C-54. Academy
has scaled down their superb
F-4J Phantom to 1/72 and it
looks to be a winner as well.
Speaking of Phantoms, Zoukei-
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pictures of as many of the models
as possible, last minute vendor
room purchases and taking it
all in before finally making the
long drive back to Florida. Many
thanks to the host club for a
great show. As with any large
undertaking as this there were a
few hiccups but nothing that took
away from the experience that
most of the atendees enjoyed.
The 2017 National Convention
announcement was awarded to
the Omaha Nebraska location
once again. I am looking forward
to the Columbia SC show next
year and hope that many of you
are able to attend!

Bart Cusumano’s naked Mk.I in 1:72 scale.
George Hecht continues to support the youth of China with his
latest diorama including real Normandy Beach sand!

SHOWn’ TELL

MAY

Robert Marquinez does not sit still! This is a cool diorama of
French-Era Vietnam defeat at Dien Bien Phu.

Randy Cooper brings his droids to the meeting!

Can you say “Huge Millennium Falcon model”? By who else but Randy Cooper.

Big Robert Marquinez did this ultra-nice figure in 54mm.
Big Scratch Neavin scratch-built this here automotive tour de force!
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Bill Lyon brings in this trio of winged-thangs.

Mike Garofolo had this cool vehicle in 1:35 scale.
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SHOWn’ TELL

JUNE

JULY

Nice 1:35 scale tank by Bill Mallick.

Dennie Adams brought this WIP X-Wing fighter.

Jesus Ramos brought this very nicely done
1:144th scale winged-thang.

Charlie Hess brought in this nice D-Day duo in 1:72 scale..

Tom Milne with his very nice Corsair in 1:48
scale. A USMC dash 5, I believe.

George Hecht continues to contribute to the
US/China trade imbalance with his latest GIANT
winged-thang: an SBD Dauntless.

Some of the dudes meandering the quonset hut: Prez Dave, George Hecht
and Earl Petrikin.
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SHOWn’ TELL
JULY
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On the Bench
Tom Knapp

My
First
Sherman
A work in progress
My blossoming love affair with the Sherman M4
started one day at Ralph’s Hobbies. Now that I
dwell in the depths of the Dark Side, an Armor project is all I think about. The rumors I’d heard about
Shermans are all true.
There are a million different combinations of hulls
and turrets and suspensions ….. a rivet counter’s
delight.
Since I’m an Armor novice I feel I can still use a bit
of artistic license (play dumb) … WHAT?. I decided
to go with the kit suspension even though it’s completely wrong for the Normandy version I’ve kind of
settled into.

Though I’ve gotten in over my head with stowage and aftermarket junk …... and plan to be way
out of my painting comfort zone, I’m having a great
ride on this build and can’t wait to start trying some
new painting techniques. I’ve finally decided to use
enamels for primer and acrylics on top. Wish me
luck!
ps. I can’t say enough good things about the book
The Sherman, Design and Development (Son of
Sherman Volume I) by Patrick Stansell and Kurt
Laughlin. Lots of bang for your buck.
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What’s in the Box
the Russo-Japanese war of 19041905.
The Tsesarevich kit no. 05337 is set
at her fitting point about 1917, she
is missing the elaborate fighting
tops to her masts she had in the
earlier years 1901 through about
1909. Her deck arrangements are
less cluttered and without many
small caliber guns.
The 1917 version is sleeker and
more modern World War One era,
whereas the 1904 version is more
turn of the century design look.

RUSSIAN BATTLESHIP “TSESAREVICH”
“Crown Prince” both 1917 and 1904 eras
by Ed Brut
Trumpeter’s recent release of the
injected molded 1/350th scale
Imperial Russian Navy Battleship,
Tsesarevich both in the 1904 and
the 1017 refit follows, Zevesta’s
Russian navy Borodino, Retvizan,
Sovorov, and Oriol battleships and
Varyag cruiser. Hasagawa’s, has
the IJN Mikasa, all of the RussoJapanese war, battle of Yellow Sea
and Tsushima.

tural weight of the vessel’s hull, it
increased the field of fire of guns
mounted on the sides, and it reduced the ship’s roll in heavy seas
making her a stable gun platform.
Its great disadvantage was that
it reduced buoyancy and stability
which contributed to excessive
heel over during turns.
Kit no. 05338 of Tsesarevich is set
at her 1905 battle of Tsushima in

Tsesarevich was launched in 1901
displaced 13,105 tons, at 388 feet
long with a beam of 76 feet. She
was armed with 12 inch (305mm)
main batteries, 6 inch (152mm)
secondary and 3 inch (75mm)
tertiary guns. Her armor was of
the Krupp design. She was built
under contract to the Russian
Tzar by France. The rest of her
Borodino class was constructed
by Russian ship yards. In her era
she was a formidable weapon, at
a top speed of 18 knots. Tsesarevich’s most obvious design feature
was her tumblehome hull. This
had several advantages, it allowed
greater freeboard since the narrow
upper decks reduced the struc-

All very nicely packaged in a
very strong box to protect fragile
parts from damage.
Some parts are foam wrapped to
farther protect them.

Open box review of both eras of
Tsesarevich
2 hull halves
1904 year kit no.05338
12 sprues lite gray color with over
420 parts, all plastic bagged
1017 year kit no. 05337
10 sprues lite gray color with over
390 parts, all plastic bagged
Both kits have 5 photo etched
brass sheets of detail parts and
railings and brass anchor chain
1 decal flag sheet.

Both kits have some identical
sprues with the 1904 version having both fore and aft deck houses
and fighting mast sprue additions.

Surface detail on the decks have
very fine wood deck planking,
guns and turrets all nicely molded, many fine parts added to
by the nice photo etched detail
parts. Photo etched railing is
also included. A very nice array
of ships boats are to adorn her
deck.
The use of ”slide molding” in the
kit helps make for better detail.
Part on sprues seem to be well
placed with small connection

Instruction booklet of 16 pages
(1917) and 20 pages (1904) with
painting reference and a painting
chart. Five paint manufactures
numbers, Mr. Hobby, Vallejo, Model
Master, Tamiya and Humbrol are
also included for reference.
Instructions are laid out in nice
detailed pictured steps, with both
plastic and photo etched parts
numbered. This is offset at times
by only arrows pointing locations
for some parts, which must be
studied and researched to get accurate placement.
The one large instructions fault is,
ship’s masts of this era were rigged
and there is no rigging diagram.
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points. Main gun batteries, ends
are cast hollow, saving you the
drilling. FRAGILE, smaller guns
are cast very fine and have photo etched shields. A nice set of
turned metal brass barrels will
come soon, I would assume, by an
aftermarket company.
The Tsesarevich set the Russian
government back about 11,355,000
Rubles but these kits are not quite
that high, they can be found at
about $62.00, its retail is around
$90, the kits comes complete with
the photo etch which would be
extra with a cheaper kit.
There is word that Trumpeter may
release a combo kit to mark the
battle of Tsushima, 27 May 1905
and World War 1.
As a comparison Hasagawa’s, IJN
Mikasa will set you back about $80
add in 1/350 Pontos Model’s IJN
Mikasa 1905 Super Detail Set at
about $99.
The kits are for the experienced
ship modeler of 1/350 scale ships.
Photo etched rail and stairways are
intricate and difficult to follow.
The Trumpeter Russian Navy 1904
Tsesarevich will make a very fitting
nemesis to Hasagawa’s, IJN Mikasa.
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Farewell
I’m sure that all, or at least most of you are familiar with the work of master
modeler Sheperd Paine, who sadly, after suffering a stroke, passed away
on Saturday, August 1st. I have included an obituary and photo below.
by Bart Cusumano

The world of miniatures loses a towering giant

he earned a B.A. in General Studies in
the Humanities—“a classic liberal arts
degree,” as he said, reflecting interests in art, history, and culture that
were many, varied, and wide-ranging.
That plus his encyclopedic reading—
in English as well as French, which he
could speak fluently—fueled his abilities as a great raconteur and orator.
Shep’s interest in scale modeling
began as a pre-teen, shifting from
a fondness for model railroading to
converting and painting Marx and
other plastic toy soldiers and building
miniature tanks. He continued to pursue the hobby throughout his time at
boarding school, in the Army, and into
his college years, when the friends he
made in the MMSI introduced him to
a community of likeminded historical
enthusiasts and scale modelers, and
convinced him to stay in Chicago.

Howard Sheperd Paine, who for six
decades tirelessly worked to spread
the popularity of the art miniatures
worldwide, died on Saturday, August
1. An extraordinary artist, prolific author, widely respected military historian, and renowned collector of military
artifacts, he was 69 years old.
Universally known to his many friends
simply as “Shep,” the artist suffered
a stroke at his home on Chicago’s
Northwest Side on July 27. Though
he never regained consciousness, he
spent his final days in the company of
loved ones—a small group representing the countless others who came
to consider him a friend and mentor
through his four books for hobbyists,
how-to tip sheets, classes and seminars, co-founding of the tri-annual
World Model Expo, and championing
of the Open System of Judging for
his beloved Military Miniature Society
of Illinois and other organizations devoted to the art of miniatures around
the world.
In addition to the MMSI, Shep was
a driving force in the Company of
Military Historians and several Napoleonic historical organizations. He
served as president of all of those
groups at different times, and was a
dedicated recruiter to their ranks.

Immediate services will be private,
but the MMSI is planning a “Celebration of Shep Paine’s Life” where all
will be welcome following the group’s
annual Chicago Show on Sunday,
October 25. Details will be announced
soon.
The son of Dr. Richmond and Mary
Paine, Shep was the first child born to
American parents in free Berlin after
the end of World War II. His family,
which was completed by younger
sisters Emily, Martha, and Diana, all of
whom survive their brother, settled
near Boston after their father’s service in the Army Medical Corps.
After a year spent in London, where
he attended Eaton House, Shep
completed his early schooling at Saint
Paul’s Boarding School in Concord,
New Hampshire. He then bucked his
father’s wishes to follow in his footsteps as a doctor by delaying college to enlist in the Army himself. He
served with the 3rd Armored Division
in Germany from 1965 to 1967, rising
to the rank of sergeant and for a time
overseeing the company arsenal.
“That cured me of any desire to ever
have a gun collection,” he said.
Following his military service, Shep
benefited from the G.I. Bill to enroll
at the University of Chicago. There
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“I had no idea of what I wanted to do
in life, so I started painting figures in
my spare time between classes,” Shep
said of his time at the University of
Chicago. “When I graduated in 1971,
with nothing of greater interest on
the horizon, I thought I’d try doing
that for a living, at least for a while.”
“Shep and I have a thirteen-year age
difference, and I don’t think I really
got hip to what he was doing until I
was in college,” said his sister, Diana.
“I was like, ‘Oh, Shep does this weird
miniature thing, isn’t it cute?’ I had no
idea about the level of artistry until he
sent me a copy of one of his books,
and then I went, ‘Whoa, there’s a lot
more going on here than I thought!’
But, frankly, I think Shep’s greatest
achievement was avoiding a nine-tofive job; that’s where he really escalated in my eyes. Yes, he had to work
for a living, but he was doing something he loved.”
Indeed, Shep proudly boasted that
he never held a “real” job. From
his earliest finished plastic figures
through the end of his active period
as a scale modeler in the mid-1990s,
Shep sold every piece he completed:
expertly painted stock metal castings; ambitious conversions of plastic
figures; original sculptures of his own
scale historical or fantasy subjects;

impressive armor, aircraft, and ship
dioramas built on commission for the
Monogram and Tamiya model companies and various museums, and the
100-percent scratchbuilt box dioramas that he considered the pinnacle
of his artwork.
Though he spent several years
sculpting 1/32nd scale soldiers for
Valiant Miniatures, Shep said he disliked being part of the hobby industry, preferring to follow his muse by
working on one-of-a-kind pieces that
sprung from his unique imagination
and vision. Among his best-known
collectors were painter Andrew
Wyeth; financier Malcolm Forbes, and
industrialist Ralph Koebbeman. The
Wyeth pieces remain on display at
the Brandywine River Museum dedicated to that painter in Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania, while other works can
be seen at Chicago’s Museum of Science and Industry and the Pamplin
Historical Park and National Museum
of the Civil War Soldier in Petersburg,
Virginia.
Though his attentions eventually
shifted toward researching and
collecting military artifacts, from
medals to Napoleonic and Victorian
uniforms, Shep remained active in
the global community of miniaturists long after he stopped producing
work of his own. He often presided
as head judge at the most respected
modeling shows around the world,
and the honor for any artist claiming
a gold medal was all the more significant for hearing Shep Paine read his
or her name.

Since Shep set the bar for the realism
and artistic ambition of sculpted and
painted figures through the ’90s, other artists have raised the standards
for excellence ever higher, as he was
proud to note. But his ability to tell
dramatic and imaginative stories with
miniature figures was a skill few others have matched. “Dioramas are so
interesting because they combine so
many elements in different forms,” he
said. “You are basically telling a story
without words. It’s like silent movies, except you don’t have anybody
moving.”
Never hesitant to share his techniques or inspire others with his ideas
for stories to tell in miniature, Shep
wrote dozens of articles for scalemodeling publications and published
four invaluable how-to books with
Wisconsin-based Kalmbach Publishing: How to Build Dioramas (first
published in 1980 and released in
an updated and expanded edition in
2000); Modeling Tanks and Military
Vehicles (1983); How to Photograph
Scale Models (written with former
Sports Illustrated photographer and
hobbyist Lane Stewart in 1984), and
Building and Painting Scale Figures
(1993). The most successful of these
titles, How to Build Dioramas, has
sold more than a hundred thousand
copies worldwide, and it has been
translated into Italian, Japanese,
Spanish, and Chinese.
Shep believed that teaching others
forced him to focus even more on
what he was doing in his own work—
and why. “He said that if you have
to teach something, it forces you to
learn what it really is,” said his friend,

For those of you who were around back in the day, Shep
was a guest at Expo 82 at the then Ramada Inn in Tampa,
put on by the then Tampa Scale Modelers. Many of us were
fortunate enough to have met him. From a personal point of
view, I found him to be friendly and patient - patient enough
to share some model making techniques and to put up with
the endless, and probably for him, boring questions from this
then 20-something year old. He was truly my main inspiration
for growing myself as a modeler and I will always cherish that
memory of meeting him back then. So rare does the actual
person live up to his legend.
				

– Bart Cusumano

MMSI President Mike Cobb. “Shep always had his own ways about things,
and he was going to do it his way.
But the annoying thing was, he was
almost always right!”
“Shep and I used to drive out to the
Miniature Figures Collectors of America show near Philadelphia every
year, and Shep would have his latest
masterpiece,” said his friend, retired
Oak Park art teacher Joe Berton.
“He’d be uncrating it out of the box,
and there would just be a buzz in the
crowd, waiting to see what Shep put
out there. People were just so enthused, waiting to see whatever the
latest creation of his would be, and
they would be standing in line. There
was that excitement, because he was
always on the edge, always the most
innovative, always the most creative—I mean, he was the best. But I
think Shep’s real strength for the rest
of us has been his complete willingness to share his knowledge, his
techniques, and his skills. He’s always
willing to share what he knows: There
are no secrets. So many of us took
painting classes with Shep, and he’d
always encourage us: ‘This is how I
do it, but eventually, you’ll find your
own style.’”
As a painter, Shep worked in oils
over a base coat of acrylics, bringing a much greater level of artistry
to painting figures than the previous method of using enamel hobby
paints. His books and the classes he
taught around the world prompted
many to call this technique “the Chicago school,” though as several MMSI
members have said, “The Shep school
really would be more accurate.”

I too met Mr. Paine at that show, a the story I take from it.
Shep was asked to judge the diorama category, no surprise
there, but afterward, he had said he wanted to give first place
to a very small “insignificant” yet intriguing diorama by Pete
Hill, a submarine periscope running on the surface with a small
wake. The story is what a diorama is all about explained Shep,
that periscope told a many stories, stretching across two wars,
many oceans and seas, a dozen combatants. Who’s sub, German, American, Japanese, British, Where, the north Atlantic the
Mediterranean, the Pacific, Why, hunting a convoy, searching
for a downed flyer, stalking an aircraft carrier. Your mind could
go off in a thousand directions, just thinking about it. I agreed
with him, the scope should have gotten first for the best telling
of a story in a diorama.
				
– Ed Brut
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In the late 2000s, Shep spent dozens
of hours in interviews with music critic
and hobbyist Jim DeRogatis, working with him to document in photographs and words all of his miniature
creations and the stories of his life’s
work. Their extensive hardcover book
Sheperd Paine: The Life and Work of a
Master Modeler and Military Historian
was issued by Schiffer Publishing in
2008.
Having survived several health scares
in recent years, Shep was as always
deep into several new projects,
including a revised armor modeling
book with contributions from several
of the best scale modelers in that
field and new editions of some of his
other older titles. He also was cheerfully contributing to the planning for
the next World Model Expo, to be
held in Chicago in July 2017, just as
he’d pitched in for previous events in
in Scotland, France, Italy, Spain, and
Switzerland.
In the final days, Berton, Cobb, and
DeRogatis joined Shep’s sister Diana
in placing two items at his bedside to

represent his extensive and treasured
collection of art and historical artifacts: a replica Napoleonic marshal’s
baton, the symbol of having achieved
the highest rank in the French Army,
awarded by the Emperor to “the bravest of the brave,” and a small stuffed
cow.
Shep’s fondness for what he called
“bovine beauties” was a running joke
and a celebration of his eccentricities
among friends throughout his life.
But there was a serious side to the
dozens of cow collectibles that filled
his kitchen and spilled over into the
rest of his house, as he told DeRogatis
in their book.
“I never buy cows for myself; these
are all things that my friends have
given me over the years,” Shep said.
“When I’m feeling low and want to
go out in the garden and eat worms, I
come into the kitchen, look around at
all of these things, and realize that I’ve
been a very lucky man to have had
so many friends and people who care
about me.”

In the end, those many friends and his
ability to forge countless other lifelong bonds among people he brought
together from far-flung corners of
the globe via a shared passion for an
esoteric hobby and myriad historical
obsessions was the legacy of which
he was most proud, and which will live
forever in the hearts of those whose
lives he touched.
In that spirit and per his wishes, the
MMSI has established the Shep Paine
Education Fund, which is accepting
tax-deductible donations in his honor
to continue his invaluable work as an
educator and proselytizer for the art
of miniatures via classes, seminars,
and other projects. Contributions to
this dedicated fund can be made via
PayPal at MMSIChicagoShow@gmail.
com or by mail to The Shep Paine
Education Fund care of MMSI Treasurer Tom Surlak, 3136 Secretariat Dr.,
Aurora, IL 60602

Goodbye Monty
by Bart Cusumano

We recently had to say goodbye to
our Westie Monty who was finally
overcome by pulmonary disease.
Monty was a rescue who came to
us with hardly any documentation
other than a short rescue organization form and some anecdotal
information from the foster mom
who had him. As a result, we knew
very little about him, not even his
true age. We figure that he was
between 14 and 15 years old when

he died. We were told that he had
gone through two homes, finally
ending up in a shelter in South
Florida where an employee contacted Westie Rescue and placed
him in the foster home that we
took him from in December of
2002.
Westies are special dogs: always
energetic and happy and Monty
was no exception. He was a true
gentle soul with enormous heart
who loved everyone. He even liked
cats. Not once in all the time that
he was with us did I ever see him
act cross with another animal, well
except for squirrels, who he constantly chased around our yard. He
never met a person that he did not
like and greeted everyone with a
flop onto his back for a belly rub.
Funny as it may seem, he even
loved going to our Vet and was
a well-known friend to everyone
there. He also had quite the toy
collection and knew each one by
its given name. He loved his daily
walks and never refused a car ride.
Monty also loved to swim in our
pool almost every day. As with all
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of our Westies, he became quite
attached to both Deb and I as
we became attached to him, and
he was a constant companion to
us both, ever faithful and always
there. He was also an honorary
member of our Tread Head group,
enjoying the meetings at our house
and the friendship of all the guys.
Monty was always there in my
hobby room during much of the
time I spent in there working away
on a model or figure, quietly sleeping on his little bed, never complaining, at least until it was time
for a treat or his daily walk (like in
the accompanying photo).
I’m not sure how I will ever get
over losing him - he truly was a
good dog and a good friend. I miss
him terribly and the silence in the
house is unbearable. I see and hear
him everywhere. Mixed in with all
the current sadness and tears is
the joy and gratitude of having had
him with us, sharing our lives for
the last 12 and a half years - time
that I would not trade for anything
in this world. We will always love
him and we will never forget him.

JOIN IPMS

IPMS/USA is dedicated to the hobby (and fun) of Scale Modeling.
It was started by Jim Sage, of Dallas, Texas, in 1964. There are now
branches of IPMS all over the world. Our Local Regions and Chapters
sponsor Model shows and contests every year, but you needn’t be a
member to visit the shows or attend the club meetings!
With IPMS/USA Membership, you will receive the outstanding IPMS/
USA Journal six times a year - it includes features on all modeling
subjects such as aircraft, armor, automotive, ships, figures - you name
it! You will also find listings of IPMS contests, swap meets, hints and
tips, and reviews.
Membership also qualifies you to participate in IPMS/USA sanctioned
contests, and particularly in our World-famous National Convention,
held each summer. As a member, you’ll also be able to access our
online Discussion Board, where a wide variety of modeling topics are
discussed, and enjoy interaction with other serious modelers for help
with questions about modeling techniques or the Society in general.
Many Hobby Shops and Model Vendors around the USA offer discounts
to IPMS/USA Members.
Memberships are available in several types:
Junior: 17 years old or Younger, $12.00 per year
Adult: 1 Year $25.00
		

2 Years $49.00

		

3 Years $73.00

Family: Adult Membership plus $5.00
(Additional Membership cards as requested)
Canada or Mexico: $30.00 per Year
Foreign: $32.00 per Year (Journal via Regular Mail)
or $55.00 per year (Journal via Air Mail)
Payment Information: Online Payment may be made
via Credit Card only.
Downloadable IPMS/USA Application Form (in PDF, 100KB).
Applications using payment via Check or Money Order should
be printed and mailed to:
IPMS/USA
Dept. H
PO Box 2475 N. Canton, OH 44720-0475
For any questions or problems with your membership application/
renewal, please contact the IPMS/USA Officer Manager, Ms. M.J.
Kinney, at manager@ipmsusa.org
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Jim Stepanek
IPMS/USA
Region 11 Coordinator
Can you believe 2015 is half over already? Where does the time go?
Most of my extra time is spent in the
shop building models. Being retired
affords me the time on most days to
spend at least 3 hours daily building.
Keeps me away from the bars and
wild women.
There’s been some improvement in
communications in Region 11. Well,
maybe not improvement, but at least
the opportunity for improvement.
We have the Region 11 Facebook
page
(https://www.facebook.com/
groups/827122804014755/) created
by Rafael Hernandez, and we also
have the Region 11 website (http://
ipmsrc11.cybrarygoddess.com/) that
was created by my wife, Marcia.
The Facebook page is a terrific way
to communicate within Region 11. You
must be an IPMS member and be approved to use it.
The website on the other hand, is open
to everyone. So far you’ll see a calendar that goes way into 2016 with Region 11 events. As clubs send links to
their events, the website is updated.
There is also insurance information
on the website. Meeting insurance
is available and all you have to do is
send MJ an email with the particulars.
Event insurance is also available by
completing an Event Sheet. Links are
on the website.
A proposal was made at Pelikon 2015
to start a Region speaker’s bureau. I
have received only 1 response from
Region 11 and that was to suggest an
outside vendor.
My email is IMcrazyjim@aol.com and
I stand ready to try and assist all Region 11 chapters with IPMS issues.

